Road traffic microsimulations based on the individual motion of all the involved vehicles are now recognized as an important tool to describe, understand, and manage road traffic. Cellular automata (CA) are very efficient way to implement vehicle motion. CA is a methodology that uses a discrete space to represent the state of each element of a domain, and this state can be changed according to a transition rule. The well-known cellular automaton Nasch model with modified cell size and variable acceleration rate is extended to two-lane cellular automaton model for traffic flow. A set of state rules is applied to provide lane-changing maneuvers. S-t-s rule given in the BJH model which describes the behavior of jammed vehicle is implemented in the present model and effect of variability in traffic flow on lane-changing behavior is studied. Flow rate between the single-lane road and two-lane road where vehicles change the lane in order to avoid the collision is also compared under the influence of s-t-s rule and braking rule. Using results of numerical simulations, we analyzed the fundamental diagram of traffic flow and show that s-t-s probability has more effect than braking probability on lane-changing maneuver.
Introduction
Cellular automata (CA) is a mathematical machine that arises from very basic mathematical principles. Though they are remarkably simple at the start, CA has variety of applications. It has been used extensively for modeling of single-lane traffic. Some modifications are required to extend these models to two-lane traffic as these generally fail to explain the lane-changing behavior. First traffic flow model using the concept of one-dimensional CA was given by Nagel-Schrekenberg popularly known as Nasch model [1] . The simple mean-field theory approach assumes that the two neighboring sites are completely uncorrelated. A simple model for two-lane traffic was also investigated, but the update rules were not defined in the same manner as in Nasch model. It was found that the fundamental diagram for each lane is asymmetric but the maximum is shifted towards large values of vehicular density ρ (ρ max > 1/2). The twolane cellular automaton model based upon the single-lane CA introduced by Rickert et al. was examined [2] . It was concluded that for both symmetric and asymmetric version, maximum flow q max is higher than twice the maximum flow of single-lane model. An introduction of small number of slow vehicles can initiate formation of clusters at smaller densities [3] . For asymmetric lane-changing rules, slow vehicles influence the system performance less than in symmetric case. In two-lane traffic flow model, if the car density is set within a range, the self-organization of the slow and fast lanes was observed in spite of symmetry between two lanes [4] . Several branches and hysteresis in flow-density graph are observed. Results relative to a simple CA model without periodic boundary condition for a highway with variable number of on-ramps were presented [5] . A 2D extended version of the 1D Fukui-Ishibashi model, elaborated by Wang et al. [6] , was presented for single-lane traffic to take into account the exchange of vehicles between the first and the second lane [6] . In general lane-changing rule can be symmetric or asymmetric with respect to the lanes or to the vehicles. While symmetric rules treat both lanes equally, asymmetric rule sets especially have to be applied for the simulation of German highways, where lane changes are dominated by right lane preferences and a right lane overtaking ban [7] . A new CA model by introducing the Honk effect into the basic symmetric two-lane CA model was proposed in [8] . The set of lane-changing rules (STCA) suggested by Chowdhury et al. [9] was revised to take the Honk effect into account (H-STCA). Lane-changing frequency for fast 2 International Journal of Vehicular Technology and slow vehicles for both models, STCA and H-STCA, was compared, and it was found that introduction of the Honk enhances the performance of the mixed vehicle traffic in the intermediate density range. A simple lattice-based exclusion model which can be considered as a crude representation of traffic on a two-lane motorway was introduced [10] . The model was two-lane generalization of the asymmetric simple exclusion process which is known to reproduce some of the features of the single-lane traffic such as shocks and jams. Effect of an aggressive lane-changing behavior on a two-lane road in presence of slow vehicles and fast vehicles has been further studied [11] . Simulation results show that aggressive lane-changing behavior of fast vehicles can depress the plug formed by slow vehicles and improve traffic flow in mixed traffic in intermediate density region. A highway traffic flow model with blockage induced by an accident vehicle was introduced in which both symmetric and asymmetric lane-changing rules were adopted [12] . It is concluded by numerical simulation that accident vehicle not only causes a local jam behind it, but also causes vehicles to cluster in the bypass lane. Further it is found that vehicles will change lane more frequently when the traffic is inhomogeneous with an accident car. In presence of a signalized intersection, existence of a certain combination of density ρ and cycle time which optimizes the traffic efficiency in a two-lane model due to overtaking is investigated [13] .
In the present study the cell size is reduced and variable acceleration rate (rather than 1) is taken into account [14] .
Here we consider two-lane traffic and adopt the symmetric lane-changing rules, which take into account the incentive and safety criteria. A slow-to-start (s-t-s) rule used in the widely known Benjamin-Johnson-Hui (BJH) CA model for single lane traffic simulation [15] is implemented to two-lane traffic simulation. BJH model is also discussed, and a slightly modified deceleration rule in order to simulate braking behaviors of vehicles more correctly is taken into account [2] . The slow-to-start rule in BJH model is applicable only to stationary vehicles, that is, vehicles that are completely blocked by the leading vehicle in the previous time step. This rule is not applicable to those vehicles which are stopped due to randomization in the previous time step. We choose BJH model in the present study for the reason that it has extremely simple transition rules which are easy to implement on 2-lane road. We investigate the effect of s-t-s and braking rules over lane-changing maneuver among vehicles in twolane road and a detailed comparison of effect of braking probability and s-t-s probability over two-lane traffic flow is carried out using simulation. Simulation results show that variability in traffic flow has significant effect on lanechanging behavior of vehicle.
Cellular Automaton Model
The Nagel-Schrekenberg model is a probabilistic CA model for the description of single-lane highway traffic. Mathematically it is expressed by four rules given as follows. 
Where acceleration a is determined as follows:
(1)
Two-Lane Cellular Automata Traffic Model.
Most of the major roads are two-lane one-way roads. We consider a two-lane model with periodic boundary conditions, where additional rules defining the exchange of vehicles between the lanes are applied. For our model we adapt the Nasch model to provide vehicle movements. Any vehicle may perform lane-changing maneuver based on three criteria: incentive criterion, improvement criteria, and safety criteria [11] .
Incentive criteria:
Improvement criteria:
Safety criteria: 
where v t i is the speed of ith vehicle at time t and δt is the time interval. The above-mentioned s-t-s rule is applied only to the stopped vehicles having 0 headway in the previous time step with s-t-s probability q. It implies that s-t-s rule has no effect on the vehicles stopped due to randomization in the previous time step.
New Stochastic CA Model for Two Lanes
CA model developed so far with modified cell size and variable acceleration rate and with implementation of slowto-start rule for two-lane traffic is given as 
=0 with s-t-s probability q.
Rule 2.
Rule 3.
Rule 4.
with braking probability p.
Rule 5.
Together with lane-changing rules: 
Numerical Simulation
The numerical simulation is carried out with randomly generated initial configurations on a closed track containing 10,000 cells which represents a simulated road section of 5 km. The periodic boundary condition is that N vehicles were randomly distributed on both lanes. For each initial configuration of vehicles, results are obtained by averaging over 3600 time steps. For each density ρ, results are averaged over 10 different initial configurations. The computational formulas used in numerical simulation are given as follows:
where (13) represents the density of the vehicles on the ith site over a time period T. n i (t) = 0 if ith site is empty and n i (t) = 1 if ith site is occupied by a vehicle at time t. Equation (14) represents flow of vehicles on ith site; m i (t) = 1, if at time t−1, there was a vehicle behind or at ith site, and at time t, it is found after ith site (i.e., a vehicle is detected passing by ith site). Density and flow are measured and averaged out over a time period of T.
Lane-Changing Behavior
The behavior of lane-changing criteria can be explained if two criteria are fulfilled to initiate lane change. First, the situation on the other lane must be more convenient and second the safety rules must be followed. A probability (1−s) is prescribed for vehicle to stay in the current lane (left lane). There are two other parameters: braking probability and slow-to-start probability. We investigate the effect of two parameters p and q on lane-changing behavior of vehicles. It can be shown by simulation that initially vehicles change lanes frequently and the lane changing rate drops rapidly as time evolves. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show independent effects of s-t-s probability and braking probability when acting alone, respectively, over the lane-changing behavior of a periodic two-lane system, whereas Figure 1(c) shows the combined effect of two probabilities. With smaller values of p and q, vehicles rarely change lanes. With increase in the value of parameters p and q, the lane-changing tendency among the vehicle increases. This is due to the cluster formation at different locations on both lanes. With higher values of p and q, there will always be cluster formation and between the two clusters there is sufficient space on the right lane for vehicles to change the lane, and lane change becomes more likely. Therefore maximum lane changes occur even at higher values of traffic density (ρ > ρ c ). Here we choose the lane-changing probability s = 0.8, and it remains constant throughout the simulation. From Figures 1(a) and 1(b) , it can be observed that an introduction of nonzero q has a stronger influence than nonzero p on lane-changing rate of vehicles in two-lane road. As described in BJH model, an introduction of nonzero s-t-s probability makes the queues less fragmented and the interqueue regions widen, as a result vehicles find enough gaps in the target lane to change the 
Single Lane versus Two Lanes
A detailed comparison of the single-lane model with the corresponding two-lane model with effects of parameters p and q is shown in Figure 3 . The graph shows rise in maximum flow q max , when simulating two-lane traffic as compared to one-lane system. This is due to the fact that some vehicles move into the other lane to avoid traffic jam and continuously contribute to flow. Now it is very interesting to observe how flow of the system is affected by the parameters p and q when acting alone. Since parameter p affects all the vehicles with equal probability, whereas parameter q affects only static vehicle that is, vehicles blocked by leading vehicles in the previous time step, the parameter p is more responsible than parameter q in reducing the throughput.
However when values of p and q are high, this reduction can be significant. In the low-density region (ρ < ρ c ), the average velocity of the traffic system is close to maximum velocity V max . Therefore there is not much difference in throughput of the system with nonzero p as shown in Figure 3 . But with zero value of parameter p flow rises even in low-density region because parameter q comes into action only in high density region (ρ > ρ c ) as it affects only jammed vehicles. Figure 4 describes the effect of parameters p and q over average velocity of the two-lane system with maximum speed V max = 60 cells/δt. In high-density region, average speed becomes the decreasing function of density. One can understand that average speed decreases linearly with the increase in the density of the system. But difference in speed variance is noticeable with implementation of nonzero parameters p and q. During the laminar flow phase, speed variance is negligible but starts to increase with onset of maximum flow. In the low-density region, average speed is near to maximum speed when parameter q acts alone and maximum speed variance is observed in maximum flow region. Thus with zero value of parameter p, the density of maximum flow is in the region of density of maximum speed variance. But this result is not true for nonzero value of parameter p. In this case speed variance is observed even in low-density region. This is because parameter p comes into action long before the parameter q. Figure 5 shows the effect of maximum speed limit over lane-changing behavior of vehicles. In low-density region, increase in maximum speed limit V max results in only limited amount of increase in lane-changing rate. But as density surpasses critical density (ρ c ∼ 0.19), the lane-changing rate decreases with V max . This is due to the fact that in high-density region safety criteria are not fulfilled with higher values of V max , that is, the condition for looking back in target lane for safety point of view is not fulfilled.
Conclusion
We have extended the BJH model to two-lane model with a reduced cell size and a variable acceleration rate. The reduced-cell-size CA model is more appropriate to describe the finer variability in traffic flow rather than the Nasch model with cell size δx = 7.5 m. We investigated the effects of braking probability and s-t-s probability over lane-changing maneuver. We studied via simulation how vehicles fulfill both the incentive and safety criteria with higher values of braking and s-t-s probabilities. Combined effect of braking rule and s-t-s rule increases the effectiveness of the lane changes because gap acceptance is increased between the vehicles. We also compared the flow and average velocity of the two-lane system with single lane under the influence of braking probability and s-t-s probability. S-t-s probability has more effect than braking probability on lane-changing rate. It is also interestingly observed that the maximum lane changing frequency occurs long after the critical density ρ c of maximum throughput. Lane-changing frequency increases with introduction of nonzero parameters p and q. This means that lane changing does little to increase throughput. Since more frequent lane changing means an increase in the likelihood of traffic accidents, the traffic should be operated at lower densities. In fact, the desired density should be smaller than both the density of maximum lane changing and maximum throughput. This will ensure traffic with few lane changes and with a small speed variance. We also investigated the speed variance near the maximum flow and observed that density of maximum flow is in the region of density of maximum speed variance in case of nonzero values of braking probability. Thus presence of any amount of variability is sufficient to result in high speed variance. High speed variance means that different vehicles in the system have widely varying speeds. It means that a vehicle would experience frequent speed change per trip through the system. Since s-t-s rule in traffic flow enhances the lane-changing tendency among vehicles, combined effect of braking rule and s-t-s rule is significant in high-density region. Actually s-t-s rule reflects the feature of real driving and is distinct from general disorder rule. Therefore combined study of disorder rule with s-t-s rule is necessary for a safety point of view. Present model reveals all the features of two-lane traffic flow.
